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The University of Puget Sound campus community received an email from Vice President of
Institutional Equity and Diversity, Lorna Hernandez
Jarvis on Jan. 31 about an incident of antisemitic
and white supremacist vandalism on campus. The
vandalism was first noticed by a University staff
member on an electrical transformer box near
Lower Baker Field, and was quickly cleaned up by
Facilities Services. The email also stated that the
University filed a report with the Tacoma Police
Department.
Title IX Coordinator Sandra Braedt, alongside
Security Services, is conducting an investigation
into this incident and the numerous others in recent
history. In an email conversation, Braedt told The
Trail that when a report comes in, Security goes to
the reported location immediately to photograph the
vandalism and have it removed. She encourages the
campus community to “report anything they see as
soon as they see it,” ensuring dually
that it is removed and to improve Security’s timeline of when the hate speech/
activity occurred.
I sat down with three executive
members of the Jewish Student Union
who shared their thoughts on the recent
antisemitic vandalism.
This interview follows months of
white power/supremacy sticker reportings around campus and proceedes
the most recent incident of supremacist hate symbols left outside Puget
Sound’s production of Indecent: The
story of a little Jewish play.
The recent antisemitic vandalism
incident is not a localized problem,
but something that has continued
recurring frequently for years. How
does this affect the feeling of belonging for Jewish students on campus?
Mimi: “I mean, maybe kind of obviously it doesn’t make me feel like I
belong. I have been here for four years
on campus and every single semester
there has been at least one instance
where we’ve gotten an email like this,
usually more. I have been on exec for
two years and last year we spent more time responding to
antisemitic acts like this vandalism than we did planning
cool community events.
I’ve had many moments of calling my mom crying, like
‘I don’t belong in this place and people don’t want me
here.’ There is the one percent, or less than one percent,
of people who are really horrible. But then there’s the
95% of people who just don’t care, who don’t read their
emails, who don’t show up to the events we put on and
don’t engage in this. I think that’s what’s so frustrating to
me, is that people don’t care. That’s what makes me feel
like I don’t belong, the people that don’t care.
There’s antisemites everywhere but then there are
people who could be doing things, they aren’t mean and
bigots, but they just don’t care. To me, that’s how this
affects my sense of belonging. Seeing something like this
happens and nobody’s talking about it except for me and
my friends who are Jewish.”
Hannah: “We received an email the day before the
campus wide email went out. Which is protocol, you’re
supposed to tell the people directly being affected first.
I was not surprised at all, but it’s disheartening when it
gets kind of lost in everything. Especially coming off of
the hostage event in Houston and the rise of antisemitism
in general, seeing that it is happening on campus and its
just run of the mill news, and the only people I talked
about it with are Jewish people. Those are the people
who don’t need to be talking about it, we’re not the ones
who need to be reckoning with that and yet we’re the
only ones reckoning with it. That is really frustrating in a
lot of ways.”
Eliana: “I think it’s a two-prong issue. We have to decide
where we’re going to put our energy. Is it dealing with
antisemitism, or proving to the rest of campus that antisemitism is real? That two prong is exhausting. You’re
experiencing hate, and you know it’s not made up, everyone gets the emails. You’re experiencing hate and then
you have to prove to everyone that you’re experiencing
hate, which is really draining. I think that we’ve experienced that on the micro and the macro level, you kind
of begin to gaslight yourself into thinking it’s not real. I
think the campus community has done a really good job
of coming together and supporting us, but that it could go
one step further and begin to understand the issues a little
bit more.”
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port that The University should guarantee, and
has promised to guarantee. And they do provide
Kosher meals but they have to come through us
first. So when we have a student and they want a
Kosher meal, or they want to go to services or go
to a Jewish summer camp or anything we’re the
point-people that they go to. Which is awesome,
but there should be someone that is paid to do
that.”
Mimi: “We’re just here to create a space for
people to fully be themselves but we’re not able to
fully do that because we don’t have the expertise…
This is a club, but it really feels more like a job.
We can’t just show up at meetings and say ‘this
is what we’re doing today,’ there’s also all this
other work. That’s where we need the support that
doesn’t exist.”
Eliana: “Being a part of a marginalized group
on campus we understand that we’re not alone in
this. I think that the MIBU demands
are a bulleted list of things that benefit
all marginalized students including us.
Safety looks like a lot of things, and
safety for all marginalized students on
this campus is our top priority. If we’re
experiencing antisemitism, chances are
another club is experiencing hate too
and its our job to make sure that no one
has to deal with that.”
Mimi: “And a lot of the vandalism thats
found is general white supremacist vandalism. It will be antisemitism, but also
a lot of it just white supremacist stickers
or things like that.”
Hannah: “Do we as JSU have specific
things that we’ve expressed to the administration? Yes. And I think that every club has specific things that they’ve
expressed as well. But at the end of the
day the MIBU demands encompass
most of those needs.”
What can non-Jewish UPS students
do to support our Jewish peers?
Mimi: “Pay attention to the emails that
get sent out. Read them and show up to
events. Engage with this. My biggest
thing is people showing up and learning. We put on educational events. Last year we put on a panel on the history of antisemitism and whiteness, and people showed up
but the people who showed up are the people who always
show up. So show up to things! Come to the events we
put on, like Passover. Passover is going to be an open
campus event, a way for people to have fun and learn
and experience the joy of Judaism and not just antisemitism. Make an effort to come to things, make an effort to
be there when we’re doing things on campus. Make an
effort to read the emails that are sent out and see if there
are action steps in the emails. When we send out emails
we include articles about antisemitism that people could
read, so read those articles. We are taking the time to do
this research and plan these events so that people will
come, and when people don’t come it’s really frustrating.
That’s my biggest thing, showing up and engaging…”
“Another thing about understanding and engaging,
showing up to other identity based clubs as well to be
able to understand the ways that things intersect. We are
a part of MIBU. Show up to the open MIBU events and
put your support behind the things that marginalized
students on campus are doing in general and it will help
everyone.”
Hannah: “Maybe on a smaller scale, acknowledgement
is huge. People acknowledging what’s going on and not
pretending it didn’t happen. I think that if a professor
acknowledged that this happened and that people are
hurting that would be huge. Or if your friend said to you,
‘Hey I saw the email’’ or just ‘Hey, I see you.’ Social
media and infographics are not as impactful as individual
conversations and connections that you have with your
Jewish friends.”
All three of the JSU executive team members expressed
gratitude for the work of University Chaplain Dave
Wright for their work combating hate on campus. Wright
wanted it known that they are always available as a
resource for students who are affected by hate, harassment or discrimination and that he is not a mandatory
reporter. Their office is in Wheelock 219, and their email
is dwright@pugetsound.edu.
To file an official report of discrimination or harassment, use the following link:
https://www.pugetsound.edu/file-discrimination-or-harassment-report
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Mimi: “And be preventative.”
Hannah: “I think its funny that you mention gaslighting yourself because its weird like in a way I feel like
I’ve spent so much time in the last year gaslighting
myself like, ‘Oh it’s not really that big of a deal, I
shouldn’t be so concerned about it, there are so many
other issues of racism on campus and acts of hate and
microaggressions.’ Trying to explain to myself why it’s
justifiable that there hasn’t been as much of a response,
but then I have these moments where it hits me and
I’m like wait a second - why am I explaining the lack
of response? We should be upset and angry. Our hurt,
and the antisemitic acts against Jewish people - that’s
enough.”
Do you feel adequately supported by the University
in situations like these?
Eliana: “I think that there are pockets of goodness on
this campus, but that doesn’t negate the fact that there’s
still a lack of help. Every club on this campus that has
experienced hate or discrimination has bulleted lists of
things that would make them feel more safe or comfortable. There’s things that our club has brought that have
not been listened to, there are clear steps that would
make us feel more safe. And safety is not just making
sure there’s no stickers. If you look at most universities
in the United States there is some paid staff member
who helps Jewish students. There is not a single person
on this campus to help Jewish students. We have Dave
who is amazing, but he’s a chaplain. At the end of the
day, he’s not Jewish. Most colleges have a Hillel or a
Chabad…”
Mimi: “Or a Jewish Life Coordinator or something like
that.”
Hannah: “Or even an active advisor who’s really helping to move and pivot the club.”
Eliana: “I think that the OIED office and Tolu and
Vivie are awesome, and their team and the student
support - Naomi and Maya help us a lot. But at the
end of the day when we have questions we don’t have
someone to go to. I think that’s really difficult for a lot
of students. We don’t have a vast knowledge. When we
have a student come to campus who needs a Kosher
meal we’re the ones who are contacted. There’s no
one on campus to contact except for us. That’s a really
interesting place that we play because that’s a sup-
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Pierce County households face $93 million in late rent bills as moratoriums lift
On Sept. 4th, 2020, the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention implemented federal moratoriums on residential evictions across the nation in
response to the COVID-19 Pandemic
State of Emergency. In March of 2020,
Tacoma Mayor Victoria Woodards and
Washington Governor Jay Inslee imposed
utility disconnect moratoriums. These
Washington State lifted its indoor
mask mandate on March 12th in
response to dwindling COVID
case numbers and hospitalizations. The Trail spoke with Keren
Rivkin, second-year and volunteer
at the Multicare Tacoma General
Hospital Emergency Department,
to see how hospitals are responding to the rise and decline of the
Omicron variant.
According to Rivkin,
the hospital followed
government guidelines
when making their
COVID policies. “The
hospital used recommendations from the CDC
and WHO for covid regulations. Patients with
serious infections were
isolated and cared for
by the appropriate staff.
Visitors are screened for
symptoms and exposure and must wear a
protective mask” Rivkin
said. She also mentioned
that visitors for positive
or pending COVID-19
patients are not allowed.
The hospital makes exceptions for patients who
are minors or receiving
end of life care. Medical
personnel are required
to be fully vaccinated
and complete a daily
COVID-19 screening.
Rivikin explained that the hospital
didn’t change its policies after the decline
of the Delta variant, before Omicron.
“The hospital followed infection prevention protocol and enforced the COVID
regulations before Omicron and continues to do the same after the surge of
Omicron.” Rivkin said. She also believes
the hospital does its best to protect its
visitors. Rivkin commented that while
increased COVID patients have not

temporary moratoriums were
instated to prevent further spread
of COVID and provide financial
and residential stability.
The eviction moratorium prohibits landlords from removing
tenants for unpaid rent. Governor Inslee’s bridge moratorium
extension lifted on Oct. 31st,
2021 in Pierce County. Similarly,
the utility shutoff moratorium
which prohibits utility companies from disconnecting utilities
due to unpaid bills is scheduled
to lift on March 31st, 2022
by order of Mayor Woodards.
Beginning March 31st, Pierce
County residents will be without
the moratorium’s safety net and
forced to face accrued debts.
Pierce County residents remain
in the worst debt of any other
Washington county. The US
Census Bureau reported in Sept.
2021 that 23,000 Pierce County
households owe a combined $93
million in late rent bills. King5
News reported that as of Nov.
1st, 2021, close to 8% of renters
in Washington were behind on
rent payments.
According to a public news
release on Feb. 11th, 2022,
the Suburban Times informed
residents that since the start of
the Pandemic, more than 27,000
Tacoma Public Utilities(TPU) customers
now owe past-due balances, with almost
$30 million that has accumulated in
unpaid utility bills. The Statement also
explained that TPU is implementing an
automatic, interest-free installment plan
for all past due balances ahead of the
March 31st shut-off date. This 24-month
plan will lower the monthly amount customers must pay.
The Homeless Management Information
System reported that homelessness rates

Pierce County
households face $93
million in late rent bills as
moratoriums lift
in Tacoma have risen from
By Emma
6,664 in 2017 to 10,858
in 2020. Maureen Howard, senior policy
analyst for the Tacoma Pierce County
Coalition to End Homelessness encourages continued federal aid assistance to
avoid eviction and utility disconnect until
a more permanent solution is proposed.
Governor Inslee’s bridge moratorium
further postponed rent payments, intending time for federal aid distribution and
the establishment of eviction resolution
programs, softening the blow of ensuing
debts. Following the expiration of the
bridge moratorium, Pierce County residents find themselves expected yet unprepared to meet any required payments.
Landlords are now legally allowed to
pursue evictions contingent upon providing renters with local resources to avoid
eviction and offering payment plans for
retroactive debt. According to Washington real estate company SJC Management
group, landlords can now legally expect a
full month’s rent as well as ⅓ of a second
month’s rent to begin debt repayment.
This adjustment places further weight on
already struggling individuals, as income
rates haven’t increased in unison with
the expectation of higher rent remittance.
Landlords can now lawfully increase rent
payments with a 60-day notice, a further
aggravation of the circumstances.
Ann Dorn, a current Tacoma
resident shared the details of her 2018 nocause eviction from her former University

Place home. When her
landlords decided to sell
her rental home, local laws only required
20 days’ notice. She told me that “scrambling for housing with only 20 days’ notice right before school starts is a special
sort of hell.” She explained that looking
to rent after being evicted is “like a life
sentence that forces you to rent substandard housing.”
Currently, a volunteer for Tacoma
Tenants Organizing Committee, Dorn
works to “provide advice and resources,
and support tenant efforts to organize
including the formation of tenant unions.”
Pierce County residents and politicians
are considering what interim solutions exist to assist those with outstanding rental
and utility debt. Additionally, the Suburban Times reported that “Tens of millions
of dollars are still available through
several relief funds and utility assistance
programs, but customers must apply for
them while they last.”
When Mary Anne Dillon, the executive
director for the YWCA in Snohomish
County spoke with King5 News, she said
that the YWCA has long been a resource
for rental assistance, but that the Pandemic exacerbated disparities between wages
and rent costs in Washington. Dillon clarified that the YWCA continues helping as
much as resources allow and that attempts
have been made to work with local landlords in pursuit of financial well-being for
all parties involved.
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Tacoma's hospital policies
through COVID peaks and
valleys
By Hannah Lee

impacted non-covid care in
COVID policy were made
Tacoma General Hospital
terms of treatment, there are Photo Credit: Audrey Davis / The Trail in response to the Omicron
increased wait times for the
variant. “After the surge of
emergency room.
Omicron, all health care professionals
When asked if COVID affected
and volunteers were required to comRivkin’s experience volunteering at the
plete respiratory training and wear an
hospital Rivkin explained, “I can’t go
N95 mask due to the high transmisinto the rooms with positive COVID
sion. We also got more hallway beds
patients or those who have pending
to be able to handle more patients.”
covid tests.” She went on,“I am only
Rivkin said.
allowed to enter certain rooms whereas
According to Rivkin, the hospital
staff can enter every patient’s room.”
transformed their waiting room into
Rivkin also noted the changes to the
a space for more beds with priva-

cy curtains, and moved their
waiting area outside out of
necessity during Omicron peaks.
Respiratory training included
individualized fitting for “a mask
with a built in respirator which
filters out any nearby particles.”
Rivkin mentioned that when she
was fitted for one, they sprayed
a bitter spray to make sure that
she couldn’t smell or taste it to
ensure the respirator and
mask fit properly.
Rivkin noted that the
Omicron variant significantly increased patient
volume. “After omicron,
there was an increase in
the number of patients with
Covid, however there were
still more people admitted
to the emergency room
without covid than with
covid.” Rivkin said. She
also mentioned how some
people are there because
they have serious diseases
that put them at risk for
developing or contracting
COVID. Rivkin elaborated
that many patients aren’t
there because of COVID
complications specifically,
noting “It might have been
worse before the vaccines,
but I wasn’t there.”
Rivkin mentioned that
following the Omicron
surge, the hospital is slowly getting back
to normal and still “ trying to minimize
patients on hallway beds and and having
less patients in general” Rivkin said.
At the time of publication the Tacoma-Pierce County Health Department, in
Pierce County, reports 97 new cases and 3
new hospitalizations per 100,000 people.
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Almost 4 million refugees have reportedly fled Ukraine since Russian troops
entered the country on Feb. 24. The
United Nations’s High Commissioner
for Refugees, Filippo Grandi, tweeted
on March 8 that Ukraine is “The fastest
growing refugee crisis in Europe since
World War II ‘’.
Russia attacks on high population areas,
including the capitol city Kyiv, with a
population of just over 3 million, making
it the 7th most populous city in Europe,
persist. The United Nations reported 977
civilian deaths as of March 23th
Refugees fleeing the war, mostly women
and children, are attempting to find safety
in other countries. At the time of publication 2,113,554 refugees have fled to
Poland, 317,863 to Hungary, 253,592 to
Slovakia, 252,376 to Russia, 543,308 to
Romania, 367,913 to Moldova, and the
rest have fled to other European Union

“they can quickly start in school, on an
education or in a job”, Rasmus Stoklund,
the foreign affairs spokesperson for Denmark’s ruling Social Democratic Party,
said.
However, the quick and welcoming
response to Ukrainian refugees has highlighted the discrepancy in the treatment
of refugees from other conflicts. Despite
their response to Ukrainian refugees,
the Danish government is urging Syrian
refugees from Damascus and surrounding areas to return to their country. The
Damascus area is currently in the midst
of a violent civil war, one that took the
lives of over 3,700 people in 2021 alone,
according to National Public Radio.
Michala Clante Bendixen, the head
of Refugees Welcome Denmark, an
organization that aims at creating an
easier asylum system, suggested that the
Danish government puts a higher value

Nearly 4

million
Ukrainians flee
Seeking refuge in escalating
Russia-Ukrainian conflict

countries. In Poland, some
By Miles
refugees waited for up to
60 hours before being able to cross the
border.
Some civilians cannot evacuate due to
the March 3 shelling of the Zaporizhzhia
nuclear power plant. Workers must stay in
order to keep the power plant functioning.
Regarding the attack on Zaporizhzhya,
U.S. Ambassador to the U.N, Linda
Thomas-Greenfield told the U.N. Security
Council “By the grace of God, the world
narrowly averted a nuclear catastrophe
last night.”
Thomas-Greenfield also noted “The
truth is that this war was one man’s
choice and one man alone: President
Putin. It was his choice to force hundreds
of thousands of people to stuff their lives
into backpacks and flee the country.”
Russian forces have captured both Zaporizhzhia and the nuclear power plant, and

on Ukrainian lives. He
noted “If people arrive
from Afghanistan or Syria, they will be
met with suspicion, they will be called
migrants until” they gain refugee status,
Bendixen went on, “But now we immediately call Ukrainians refugees. What’s the
difference?”
In addition, a “jewelry bill” was passed
in Denmark in 2016 in response to Syrian
refugees that allows the government to
seize items from refugees to contribute to
their welfare state.
A member of the party who helped
pass this bill, the former Liberal Party
immigration minister Inger Stojberg,
spoke frankly in a post on Facebook
about the refugee situation, “We might
as well be honest about the fact that we
would rather help Ukrainian refugees
than Somalians and Palestinians. No one
dares to say it like it is: It’s because the

Cruger

Ukrainian refugees crossing into Poland

Ukrainians are more like us
currently hold the area.
Photo Credit: Wikimedia commons
and because they are primariThe current Ukrainian refuly Christians.”
gee crisis also brings up questions on how
Syrian refugees are being turned
refugees ought to be treated by countries,
away, and are not included in Denespecially as refugees from varying counmark’s plan to lift asylum regulations for
tries may be treated differently.
Ukrainians. Both Ukraine and Damascus
In Denmark, the Danish government is
are dangerous areas— the difference in
drafting legislation that will temporarily
suspend asylum rules for Ukrainians. This
refugee treatment is rooted in racism.
legislation will allow Ukrainians to easily
receive residency permits, meaning that
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SCOTUS
nomination put
through
"exhaustive review"
By Emma Loenicker

his commitment to Black voters. “The
On Feb. 25th, 2022, President Joe Biden
person I will nominate will be somenominated Judge Ketanji Brown Jackone with extraordinary qualifications,
son to succeed Justice Stephen Breyer
character,
as the next
experience
Supreme
and integCourt Jusrity. And
tice. Judge
that person
Jackson’s
will be the
confirmafirst Black
tion hearing
woman
began on
ever nomMonday,
inated to
March 21st,
the United
concluding
States
on Thursday,
Supreme
March 24th.
Court.
Biden and
It’s long
the Demooverdue in
crats hope
my view.”
for Senate
Biden said.
confirmation
While
of Jackson
Biden deby April 8th.
livered on
A White
this promHouse press
ise, some
release
members of
reported that
the Black
“President
community
Biden sought
took issue
a candiwith the
date with
so-called
exceptional
“quota”
credentials,
nomiunimpeachnation.
able charBiden’s use
acter, and
of racial
unwavering
identity as
dedication
a prerequito the rule
site during
of law. He
Judge Ketanji Brown Jackson
also sought a nominee—much Photo Credit: Wikimedia Commons such a polarized time may
warrant concern.
like Justice Stephen Breyer—
While many people are optimistic for
who is wise, pragmatic, and has a deep
Jackson’s confirmation, the recent history
understanding of the Constitution as an
of SCOTUS nominations discourages
enduring charter of liberty.”
positive expectations.
Judge Jackson’s resume is rather excepIn late September 2020, nearing the
tional-so much so that the White House’s
end of former POTUS Donald Trump’s
press release named Judge Jackson “one
term, controversy swirled when Trump
of our nation’s brightest legal minds.”
nominated Amy Coney Barrett to succeed
Throughout childhood, Jackson was
the late Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
regarded as a high achiever; a reputation
Trump’s nomination was confirmed by a
she carried with her through Harvard
simple majority in the Senate.
undergraduate and Harvard Law School,
In March 2016, former President Barack
where she was an editor of the Harvard
Obama’s nomination of Merrick Garland
Law Review. The White House report
to succeed Antonin Scalia was blocked
attributes her curiosity and legal aptitude
by then-Senate Majority Leader Mitch
to her fathers’ pursuit of law school when
McConnell. The comparison of Trumps’
she was a preschooler.
successful appointment of Barrett and the
As a former public defender, Judge Jackobstruction of Obama’s appointment of
son has experience representing vulneraGarland, when looking at the timelines,
ble and underrepresented defendants. The
struck many as unjust and points to the
press release stated that Judge Jackson
GOP’s likelihood of undermining Judge
“would be the first former federal public
Jackson’s confirmation.
defender to serve on the Supreme Court.”
On March 2nd, 2022, when Senate
According to Vox news, her represenMajority Leader Chuck Schumer [Dtation of controversial clients such as a
NY] spoke with ABC News following
detainee at Guantanamo Bay indicates a
his closed-door conversation with Judge
dedication to criminal justice reform.
Jackson, he expressed his praise for her
The White House press release reports
character and proclaimed that in his view,
that “with multiple law enforcement
she “belongs” on the Supreme Court. His
officials in her family, [Jackson] also has
hope for her upcoming confirmation trial
a personal understanding of the stakes of
is that “Republicans will support her.”
the legal system.”
Conversely, McConnell said on the
Beyond her experience that makes her
matter, “I also understand Judge Jackson
well-equipped to serve on the Supreme
was the favored choice of far-left ‘dark
Court, Judge Jackson’s relationship with
money’ groups that have spent years
the legal system allows her to offer a
attacking the legitimacy and structure of
distinct perspective on the function of the
the court itself.” The Minority Leader
justice system. Specifically, “how critical
also made intentions of carrying out a
it is for the justice system to be fair and
“rigorous, exhaustive review” of Judge
impartial.”
During his campaign for Presidency in
Jackson’s nomination.
2020, President Biden formally pledged
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HAPPY TRAIL

The Happy Trail is The Trail's weekly sex column that seeks to inform the community on issues related to sexuality and gender by addressing these topics in an education-based way. Our mission is to make the campus a safer place by normalizing and demystifying topics like safe sex practices, sexualities, kinks and polyamory, while
shedding light on topics like trans rights, sexual and domestic violence, gender inequalities and intersectionality. Happy Trail correspondents are not medical professionals; if you have a medical concern contact CHWS or a local clinic. Otherwise, direct you sexuality and gender questions to vagray@pugetsound.edu. Response to
Happy Trail articles in the form of a letter to the editor sent to trail@pugetsound.edu.

Responding to
student requests for sex
advice

Just because we’re “adults” By Anna
does not mean that we know
everything about sex. Yes, we can credit
this to an insufficient sex education or
lack of experience, but every sexual
encounter is different. We should always
ask questions about how to best please our
partners and ourselves.
As an aspiring sex therapist, I aim to be
a person who can help answer those questions. On Tuesday, March 8th, I asked the
University of Puget Sound student body
via Instagram if they needed any sex or relationship advice. Preparing my responses
to their submissions has truly been great
practice.
For instance, some people mentioned
terms or experiences I wasn’t entirely
familiar with. Lesbian bed death. Have
y’all heard of that? I hadn’t, and I’m
gay! A quick Google search revealed that
lesbian bed death is the idea that lesbian
couples have less sex than other couples
in the later stages of their
relationship. Knowing that
now, I really resonate with
this anonymous student’s
experience.
There are so many different ideas of what a queer
relationship should look
like. Queer sex is advertised
as liberating and drastically
better than heterosexual
sex, and while that may be
true for some individuals,
this leaves queer people
without that experience
feeling inadequate.
A fluctuating sex life is
common for any long-term
couple. It’s easy to fall into
a routine and begin to prioritize other aspects of your
life over sex, but remember
if sex is a vital part of intimacy for you and influences your wellbeing, then it is a priority. Conveying to a
partner that sex is important to you does
not make you a sex addict. If you believe
that you and your partner are not having
enough sex, then you need to discuss a
compromise that is respectful of both your
boundaries and desires.
Another submission builds off of this
discussion of navigating our own sexual
feelings. One anonymous junior said, “I
am female identifying with a male identifying partner and I just don’t understand
my sexual desires? If I’m single or while
doing long distance I pretty much never
feel horny but when I’m with my partner
I do. Or at least I think I do? I do enjoy
sex but I don’t know how much of my
desire comes from societal expectations or
actually wanting to have sex.”
These are such valid questions to ask
ourselves. How do we know when we’re
truly horny or just behaving that way out
of perceived obligation? How do we know
which of our desires are truly our own and
which are just results of our upbringing?
I’ve asked myself these numerous times.
So in a way, my advice to you is also my
advice to my past self.
There is not a quota for how often you
should feel horny. If you don’t feel sexually aroused when you’re alone, there is
nothing wrong with that. Some people are
most turned on by the intimacy or the connection of being with a partner, so perhaps
it’s that connection or that romance that
gets you going more than anything else.
I would trust that when you feel like you
want to have sex, then you truly do. While

Sweetland it can be beneficial to reflect

on our sexual preferences
and desires, you don’t need to pinpoint all
of their origins. Analysis is a good thing,
but over-analyzing can do more harm than
good. Pay attention to what you’re feeling
mentally and physically in the moment;
if you’re truly feeling that urge and
undeniable desire to have sex, then you
probably truly want to have sex. Trust that
you know what you want, and try not to
invalidate those genuine feelings as being
socially-influenced.
Finally, another anonymous junior wrote,
“Hey! There’s a cute boy in my bio class
and I’m pretty sure he’s at least somewhat into me. We are in the same lab and
I think he goes out of his way to ask me
questions but we’ve never talked about
anything besides class before! How do I
break into personal conversation or ask
him out without coming on [too] strong in
case he’s not interested?”

Garden of sex toys
Photo Credit: Pexels.com

This is one of those age-old experiences that no matter how many friends we
advise through it, when it happens to us
it’s just as nerve-wracking. But in a good
way! I feel those “I have a crush” kind of
butterflies for you. My advice is to first
perform a good old social media stalk to
see if they are already in a relationship
(and don’t forget to check the tagged
photos). If you pass that stage, then I’d
say some of the easiest ways to transition
from school to personal conversation is
to either ask something about their outfit,
their weekend plans, anything small that’s
not too oddly personal but can produce
some good follow-up questions to get to
know them better.
I say shoot your shot. Once you’ve started to talk about non-academic things and
you’re still interested in going out, just ask
if they’re free over the weekend because
maybe there’s one restaurant you’ve been
meaning to go to and you don’t want to go
alone. Whatever route you end up choosing, you have my support! Good luck!
Thank you to everyone who submitted
questions! If anyone else has similar experiences or needs other sex advice, fully
feel justified in approaching me on campus for some impromptu guidance. I know
not everyone has someone close by to ask
these kinds of things, so I can absolutely
listen non-judgmentally and provide some
recommendations!

Right off the bat, I need to confess that
I don’t live the most sustainable lifestyle.
I only learned a few months ago that
plastic tampon applicators are bad for the
environment. This discovery, along with
many others, had me thinking twice about
everything I own and reconsidering some
of my most long-standing routines.
How much waste am I producing? Furthermore, how
much waste
is my sex life
producing?
Between
condoms,
lubes, sex toys,
lingerie and
sexual hygiene
products, we
are each potentially generating a whole
lot of non-biodegradable
garbage. To
By Anna
address my growing ecoguilt, I did some research on how I can
have a more sustainable sex life, and here
are four things we can all consider:
1. Condom waste
Many of the most popular brand-name
condoms are not made with fair-trade rubber, and
this means
they’re
likely
made with
synthetic
latex and
other
added
chemicals
that are
not biodegradable
or recyclable.
The only
entirely
biodegradable
condoms
are made
from
lambskin;
however, lambskin condoms do not protect against STIs.
Instead, brands like Glyde, Loveability,
Sustain and Ah! Yes offer condoms made
from natural latex that can be composted
within one’s own personal compost system. Additionally, retailers like these aim
to use recyclable packaging.
That being said, I know very few students living on campus have their own
personal compost system, so the best we
can do is dispose of condoms responsibly
in the trash and NEVER flush them down
the toilet. Yes, it’s less likely the condom
will entirely break down if you go this
route, but condoms are a necessary evil.
Just think, a single condom produces far
less waste than treatment of an STI or
having a whole ass child.
2. Petroleum-based lubes
Lube! If you don’t use it now, you probably will later in life, so it’s important to
find the right brand of lubricant for you
and also the planet. To provide a quick
overview, most lubes are oil-based or
water-based. Water-based lube typically
includes more natural ingredients like
aloe or flax seed extract. Oil-based lubes,
while easier to spread and slower to dry,
can contain potentially harmful ingredients like glycerin and parabens as well
as petroleum oils which will deteriorate
condoms and your toys.
Aside from the effects that glycerin and
parabens can have on the body — i.e.
glycerin can contribute to vaginal yeast
production and throw off the natural PH
balance — petroleum-based lubricant is
not great for the environment. Petroleum

oils require petroleum extraction which
commonly contributes to ocean waste as
well as generates fossil fuels. There are
still oil-based lubes that do not contain
petroleum, so it’s possible to steer clear of
petroleum-based lube entirely.
Brands like Good Clean Love, Sustain
and Sliquid all sell more sustainable water-based and oil-based lubricants; however, these
companies
and many
others still
use plastic
non-recyclable
packaging.
For this
reason, it
may be
good to
use natural
alternatives
to commercial lubes
Sweetland such as aloe vera or coconut
oil which are more common and easier
to find in glass jars, or in the case of aloe
vera, from the plant directly. I would just
advise testing small amounts of natural
lube alternatives on your genitals first in
case you have any reactions (my vagina,
for instance, hates coconut oil).
3. Sex toy recycling
If our sex toys break or they weren’t
the right fit and it’s time to dispose of
them, where do we put them? Definitely
not the recycling bin; Tacoma’s recycling program doesn’t even pick up glass
anymore so I doubt they would take my
thrusting dildo. So I guess the trash then?
But if they contain batteries, plastics, and
silicone, they likely won’t break down
over time.
Fear not! There are companies specifically dedicated to the recycling of sex toys!
I found a company in Portland, OR called
Scarlet Girl as well as a similar program
in Atlanta, GA named Eden Fantasies.
Both have sex toy recycling programs
in which they will take donations from
around the country and dispose of them
properly for you. A sex toy recycling
program in the U.K. said their donated old
silicone dildos are recycled into material
to resurface roads and playgrounds!
Another option is purchasing a more
eco-friendly sex toy from the get-go!
There are toys made of recyclable materials such as glass or metal. A bonus
with glass sex toys is that you can either
place your glass toy in boiling water or
the freezer before use for some added
sensation. There are also companies like
Womanizer who created an air pulse
suction toy that is built with a biodegradable alternative to plastic called Biolene
— a bioplastic made from primarily corn
starch. Their toys are also intentionally
easy to disassemble and recycle when it
comes time to do so.
4. Simpler changes
Additional tips for a sustainable sex life
include reusable towels for post-sex clean
up as opposed to wet wipes, thrifting lingerie or toys for bondage play, and cutting
down on the shower sex.
To be honest, I found all of this new
information really overwhelming and if
you feel similarly, know you’re not alone.
It can be difficult changing our lifestyles,
not to mention that a lot of sustainable
alternatives are out of the typical college
student’s budget. You don’t need to make
all of these changes at once. Choose what
might be the most achievable for you, and
then start there. I think I am going to begin by making my own lube! No change is
too small, everything has an impact. Don’t
let the eco-guilt kill your boner, but rather,
encourage some sexy reflection.

How
sustainable
is your sex
life?
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Turning Warner Gym
into a Diversity
Center: seven years of
student activism
By Nola Thury

For years, students have used a myriad of approaches in
seeking a new diversity center, including formal demands
and a proposal- but this semester, students launched a
new project to create a space for marginalized students. In
January, an ASUPS committee called the Student Support
Space Advisory Body formed to address the University’s
failure to meet the ongoing call for an expanded diversity
center. Currently, the committee is looking into renovating Warner Gym for this purpose.
In 2015 the Advocates for Institutional Change (AIC)
demanded that the University “build a Cultural Center in
the space that will be available where Warner Gym currently resides.” The demand states that the existing space
for club meetings, the Student Diversity Center (SDC) is
“insufficient and limited” and “unable to meet the needs
of marginalized students on campus.”
The University never met this demand, instead they
refurbished the SDC. The issues of time and space in the
SDC continue to affect student clubs today.
In February of 2020, Bailey Gamel (‘21) introduced
a proposal to the Board of Trustees to renovate Warner Gym. Gamel found that at the time students rarely
interacted with the building, aside from the football team
or visiting teams occasionally using it. Gamel saw the
space’s potential to accommodate support offices, including CHWS, SAA, and the SDC.
To Gamel, having a permanent space dedicated to identity and advocacy-based groups “says that the University
is making a physical investment in student wellbeing and
student belonging and success.” Evidently, the University
doesn’t see it that way.
The Multi Identity Based Union (MIBU) released eleven
demands to the University over one year ago on March 2,
2021: three have been denied, four have not been met, and
four are “in progress,” according to MIBU’s Instagram.
The third demand points to the failure of the University
to meet the first AIC Demand and reiterates the need for a

Warner Gym
larger, more permanent space to
Photo Credit: Andrew Benoit / The Trail
support marginalized students.
The demand calls for the new Welcome Center to be
turned into the “Justice and Equity Center.”
Campus tours run out of the Welcome Center almost
daily, and the Admissions office seemingly has no intention of moving out. Maija Petterson, one of the MIBU
demand authors, said, “When we wrote the demands, we
knew that the Welcome Center would not be turned into
a diversity center.” According to Petterson, the intention
of the third demand was rather to highlight that a new
building for recruitment was finished while the University has continually failed to create a space for students
with marginalized identities that are already here.
Petterson says that the SDC and accompanying SJC
“were supposed to be a temporary solution to something
that was going to be a growing need.” She says “as
students of color, we’ve just historically been shuffled
around from one space on campus to another, each with
its own different inadequacies. So the University has
always been behind in serving its students of color and
students with marginalized identities.”
After two sets of demands and Gamel’s proposal,
Bella Sanchez, a first-year senator, initiated an ASUPS
committee to formalize the process of creating a new
diversity center.
The Student Support Space Advisory Body envisions an
open, dynamic space dedicated to supporting students of
marginalized identities. The committee hopes it includes
the amenities mentioned in the AIC and MIBU demands,
including a Kosher kitchen, enough space to accommo-

FEATURES
date large and simultaneous
club meetings, and the ability
to adapt to changes in the student body. Using the previous
movements as references, the
committee is reigniting the
conversation on renovating
Warner Gym.
The building has a central
spot on campus and the potential to be converted into a “dynamic and adaptable” space
to accommodate club needs,
according to Petterson who
also sits on the committee.
Another important part of
the building is a kitchen. Livi
Mrdjan (‘22), who chairs the
committee, says it creates a
“tangible sense of community for people to be able to
cook and share their cultures.” Petterson affirms the importance of a kitchen and adds that when students of color
use the dorm kitchens, “it just invites racism by other
students as well. Every year there’s some student group
that is trying to use their kitchen, and then it gets reported
back to me about some sort of racist comment.”
The committee hopes that the new diversity center
can provide a space where the work of student clubs
and activism can be honored. Sanchez says “a lot of the
students in my grade don’t know about ways that they can
get involved or don’t know about the resources around
campus. A lot of us coming here didn’t know about the
MIBU demands.” She said that “having a centralized area
where all of this information is put out or told to us is an
important part of the community.”
As the project of Warner Gym demonstrates, the University is able to avoid accountability by waiting for student
activists to graduate. With the approaching graduation of
the last MIBU Demand authors, Mrdjan says she “feels
good that Bella has initiated this committee and will be
here for four years to continue this work.”
The committee —and the building it seeks to construct—
aims to preserve the momentum and memory of student
activism on campus. With graduation mere months away,
Mrdjan said of the committee: “what we want to do is
leave some kind of a mark, and this is at least the small bit
that I feel like I can do.”

Gears and wheels: the University bike shop

Two bikes welded together
Photo Credit: Addie Tinkham

The University of Puget Sound’s bike shop, located on
Alder street, is a great campus resource for students and
staff looking to get their bikes fixed and finding free, used
parts. Although construction of the welcome center forced
the shop’s relocation, the staff has been fixing, building
and providing bike parts for years. Over the years the
shop narrowed its scope from longboarding and skiing to
a bike shop exclusively.
Addie Tinkham, fourth-year and the bike shop coordinator explains what the old shop looked like. “It was this big
garage that when I got here was in a massive disarray”.
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Tinkham expressed the benefits of using
Tinkham mentioned that the old space came
By Sabrina Hubbell this on-campus resource. New parts at the
fully equipped with couches, a fridge and a
university bike shop are relatively inexpensive compared
desk with a computer.
to marked up retail prices. The shop even has boxes of
Tinkham originally planned on becoming a car mechanused parts that can be taken free of charge. The bike
ic. During the summer of their senior year of highschool,
shop is not only a place for quick bike fixes, but can be
they decided bikes would be a good place to start. “I
a place for people to learn how to fix bikes on their own.
didn’t know where to start so I went to my local bike
”If you come in, we’ll
shop,” Thinkham
teach you how to do
said. “They were
things if you’re interlike; ok you can
ested and then you can
be our shop intern
change your own flat,”
and we’ll teach you
Tinkham said.
everything that we
One of Tinkham’s
can”. They expressed
favorite stories from
that the internship
the shop is working on
was a very influential
a unique bike built by a
experience, ”I did a
former shop employee.
lot of parts cleaning
”Spring 2019 some peobut I learned a lot”.
ple came by and were
Tinkham has stuck to
like hey this bike has
working with bikes
been in our basement
ever since.
Addie Tinkham working on a bike
Photo Credit: Sy Bean
for many years and we’re moving out, can we
Lane Andolsek, third-year, joined Tinkham
leave it here?” Tinkham said. The bike was built from two
working in the shop this year. Both Tinkham and Andoltall bikes welded together. It now lives in storage and is
sek hope to host more activities and biking trips in the
sadly unrideable.
future. “We like to bike to Point Defiance or ice cream
Despite how the bike shop was affected by covid,
social. Usually we do an ice cream social ride with the
Andolsek and Tinkham hope to revive the shop and show
eco club on earth day” Tinkham said.
Andolsek spoke about how COVID affected the bike
students that it is a great resource, even just to stop by and
shop. ”We’ve seen a significant decrease in student activsay hi!
ity in PSO because of covid certainly, but like nobody is
The shop is located on Alder Street, across the street
leading trips. People don’t know about us.” Tinkham went
from the new welcome center. You can find it by walking
on, ”It definitely used to be more of a community thing,”
on the pathway near Diversions cafe to behind the sub.
explaining that “They would do rides like every week.”
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The Tacoma
Defiance set to showcase
skills in inaugural season
of MLS NEXT Pro
The Tacoma Defiance are set
By Reed Loer for the Defiance based out of
the Fern Hill neighborhood in
to kick off their 2022 season on
Tacoma. Ben, a member of the Ultras, said
March 26 against the Real Monarchs out
that the Ultras are disappointed about the
of Salt Lake City. This first game at Starincreased driving time to Starfire stadium.
fire stadium marks a significant change
“It’s just not gonna make it easy to be a
for the Defiance, who will no longer
fan,” Ben said.
play in the United Soccer League (USL)
The Fern Hill Ultras are a subgroup of
Championship. This year, the team will
compete in
the inaugural season
of NEXT
Pro, a new
step in Major League
Soccer’s
(MLS)
player
pathway.
The
Tacoma
Defiance is
the reserve
team for
the Seattle
Sounders,
an MLS
first team.
First teams
compete at
the highest
level in the
MLS, while
reserve
teams play
in the USL
ChamMarlon Vargas playing against LA Galaxy II
pionship
Photo Credit: Charis Wilson
the larger Ultras fan group
or other minor leagues with
that supports both the Tacoma Defiance
the intent of signing players on to their
and the Seattle Sounders. In addition to
corresponding first team. The Tacoma
being huge fans of the Defiance and the
Defiance will join nineteen other MLS reSounders, the Ultras are an anti-facist fan
serve teams (and one independent team)
group. These two qualities make the group
in making the switch to NEXT Pro. Each
a tightly knit community. According to
team will play twenty four games, evenly
Ben, the group will continue their avid
split at home and away, and eight of them
support of the Defiance no matter where
will make the playoffs for the league cup.
the team is playing.
The Defiance’s Head Coach Wade
The Fern Hill Ultras feel that driving up
Webber is hopeful for what NEXT Pro
to Starfire stadium is the price to pay for
can do for the players. “What we’re
greater opportunities for the Defiance and
confident of is the MLS organization can
its players. “There’s a lot of homegrown
put its weight behind the league in terms
talent even in Tacoma coming through this
of profile exposure,” Webber said. NEXT
system,” Ben said. He hopes NEXT Pro
Pro connects the MLS Next, the youth
will be the platform some players need to
academies, to the MLS first teams. NEXT
move up in the league.
Pro is designed to increase player’s expoAccording to Webber, the Defiance
sure, making it easier for them to sign on
typically tries to have one or two players
to a first team roster.
brought up to the first team every season.
As for the players, they’re excited to get
The advantage of NEXT Pro is the expothe season going. “There’s going to be
sure players will get to other MLS teams.
really, really good teams that we’re fac“They may see talent that our first team
ing,” Marlon Vargas, a Tacoma Defiance
looks at and goes, well, we don’t really
midfielder said. Vargas feels that they’re
have a spot for another,” Webber said.
ready for the new league. “We’re really
Webber believes that this increase in
competitive and just eager to get started,”
exposure will bring more Defiance players
Vargas said.
up to MLS first teams. These transfers will
According to Webber, there is some unbring in more money for the Defiance,
certainty about NEXT Pro. “The obvious
which will feed back to Tacoma’s youth
concern for everybody is just it’s a new
program that trains players for both the
league and it’s unknown,” Webber said.
Defiance and the Sounders. “We want to
In addition, ten of the Defiance’s home
be a sustainable operation,” Webber said.
games will be at Starfire stadium near
Fans and players are excited for the
Seattle instead of Cheney stadium here in
development of players in NEXT Pro.
Tacoma. According to Vargas, their time
For the fans, they’re glad the players will
at Cheney will be missed. “You know,
get the exposure they deserve. “We are
Cheney, that was the stadium,” Vargas
excited that it does kind of bolster their
said.
odds,” Ben said. For the team though, the
As for the fans in Tacoma, they’re
focus is on this first season, and their eyes
excited for the boost to American soccer
are on the playoffs. “We’re just ready to
that NEXT Pro creates, but they will
miss having games in their backyard.
get started,” Vargas said.
The Fern Hill Ultras are a fan group

March Madness is at its half-way mark
and this year’s tournament is packed with
the excitement and anticipation its nickname suggests. This division 1 basketball
tournament, hosting 68 teams over seven
rounds of single elimination competition,
serves to crown the king of college basketball. With it comes the age-old tradition of constructing a bracket; essentially
picking the team from each matchup you
think will move on until you’re left with a
winner, which has been in practice since
the tournament’s inception in 1939.
Constructing your March Madness
bracket, calling the upsets and picking a
champion, can be a fun activity even for
non-basketball enthusiasts. The success or
failure of your bracket puts special onus
on each and every game, making for a truly engaging event. As we await the Elite 8
batch of games, put down your homework
for a moment and learn the art of bracket
building.

ly, Baylor exited this year’s tournament
early, falling to 8th after a loss against
North Carolina in the second round. Don’t
let that scare you, the big guns approach
is still statistically justified as ten of the
remaining sixteen teams are ranked fourth
or higher in their region.
If you’re a newcomer looking to construct a successful bracket the best advice
anyone can give you is to pick the team
with the smaller number written in subscript next to their name for each matchup.
The art of bracketology is a complex and
delicate endeavor that sports analysts and
basketball enthusiasts have been trying to
crack for years. If you’re looking to construct the perfect, personal bracket there
are a couple tricks of the trade you should
know. Tyler Laulitta of Insider, offers
some invaluable advice, having scoured
28 years of tournament data. Picking the
upset is what can make or break a bracket

The madness
behind making a
March madness
bracket
By Luke Ahearn

(and really impress your
friends), and according to Laulitta, the
twelve versus five seed matchup is always
a point of contention at the start of the
tournament. Seeing as a 12th seed upset
will most likely face the top seed of their
region in the next round, you can make an
audacious decision here without impacting
the rest of your bracket.
According to Insider, “in 13 of the past
28 years, at least two No. 12 teams had
an upset in the first round”. Predicting
the tournament’s biggest upsets, means
carefully selecting which twelve through
fifteen seeds are going to be your Cinderella story. Alas, in this year’s sweet
sixteen, the 12-15 upset strategy would
have sunk your bracket almost before it
began, as there’s just one of those teams
remaining in the tournament: the St. Peter’s Peacocks.
March-Madness brackets can be as zany
and carefree as you make them, in the end
only you can decide how you’ll select
winners. If you’re looking to spice things
up, or have some fun with an alternative
bracket you can try out the mascot battle
royale, picking the mascot most versed
in combat all the way through. Or maybe
king of the losers, where you
only pick the
quote en quote
‘worse’ team
until you’ve
crowned an
unlikely champion.
It’s equally
amusing to assess how well
those types of
brackets may
have fared in
retrospect. For
example this
year’s mascot
bracket would
Game from 2019 NCAA March Madness
Photo Credit: Thomas Savoja
have been wildly unsuccessful
basketball player at Puget
Sound, shares some similar personal
as the likes of the St. Peter’s peacocks
insights for your bracket needs; “Even
took down the Kentucky Wildcats, and the
though I’m rooting for USC, I think
Frogs from TCU slayed the Seton Hall piBaylor has a good chance to win it again
rates. Some good fun nonetheless, March
this year because all their bigs returned
Madness captures the true essence of
and their new point guard Akinjo pairs
sports offering rich entertainment for all.
up nice with Flanagan. They are both
lockdown defenders and attack the basket
aggressively to make plays”. SurprisingIt’s always easiest to go
with the teams favored to win. The tournament is structured with four regional
conferences of teams: the east, south,
west, and midwest, each with their own
forum of ranked qualified teams (after
teams have been seeded, ranking one
through sixteen in each region, the top
seed faces off against the lowest, the 15th
seed faces the 2nd seed, and so on). The
number one seeds from each region are
Kansas(E), Baylor(S), Gonzaga(W), and
Arizona(MW).
Following two years of makeshift qualifying behind closed doors, and suspicious
matchups that ESPN refers to as the most
unusual NCAA tournaments in the competitions history, the 2021-2022 schedule
sees a return to the format that’s elicited
excitement for decades. In other words the
pandemic made the last couple of tournaments pretty weird so this is setup to
be the first true showcase of elite college
basketball in recent years. Per usual, the
professional recommendation is to stick
with the quote en quote ‘big guns’, letting
the seeded ranking system do the work for
you.
Will Mathews, a second year men’s
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,
A few weeks ago, at the start of Russia’s second military action in Ukraine,
I spoke to a fellow person interested in
international relations about the ways in
which nations find themselves repeating the same mistakes as time dulls the
importance of past lessons. Russia’s war
in Ukraine illustrates this history in more
ways than one. While to some the urgency
of action may seem exaggerated or naive,
Russia’s military and government have
now reclaimed the former disaster site
of Chernobyl and several subsequent
nuclear waste facilities. Reports showing
that mishandling could cast a blanket of
radioactive waste over Europe.
For those who know the history of Putin,
this is entirely unsurprising in his leadership and direction in aiming to reclaim
Russia’s former empire. For those who

A choice
in
Ukraine

don’t know, Putin spent his formative
years and experiences in the KGB, the
U.S.S.R’s combined counterpart of the
CIA and FBI. An agency known for their
use of torture, assassination, and other inhumane tactics both abroad and internally,
as a secret police. In this, while some may
point out the hypocrisy of our own government for similar tactics and violations
of peace, it is the duty of the world to act
now and confront this, where the international community previously stood still to
unjustifiable slaughter.
Here, the role of an intervention should
be simple with a clear end point and no
role in the governance of Ukraine. Either
a U.N. or U.S. led coalition should push
back the Russian Military from Ukraine,
or at very least Ukrainian skies and nuclear facilities, and then leave the rest to
Ukraine’s elected government. Failure to
do so presents the dangerous possibility
of imperial expansionism and endless war
— wars in which Russia, along with other
nations, in an age of widespread nuclear
weapons, may be less hesitant to unleash
their arsenals. More broadly, inability to
counter this aggression will likely lead to
greater regional destabilization, a power
vacuum and fertile ground for the growth
of extremism.
I believe, much like the choices faced
by our forebears, should America, and
more importantly the world, choose not
to intervene we will again set a dangerous precedent regarding enforcement of
international peace in the modern age.
However, now is our opportunity to repeat
not the failures of the past, and instead
the successful abatement of aggression
in Europe. Should we fail to seize this
moment before Ukraine is lost, America
and the international community will take
our first step down a familiar path— one
where we are complicit not only in mass
annihilation, but in any further conquest
by a wounded, yet emboldened dictator.
Sincerely,
Will Tatge

Dear Editor,
It is time to show why it’s absurd when
Pacifists choose to bite the bullet and suggest Ukrainians ought to give up.
Russia’s invasion into Ukraine divides Americans into those who support
Ukraine, those who support Russia, and
those who support neither. The last group
takes a strong anti-war position referred
to as Pacifism, which suggests that we
should resolve all disputes through
peaceful means
instead of violence.
Though understandable, I believe
this stance has
disturbing normative implications.
A recent Pacifist argument for Ukraine
I heard goes something like this when
formulated into premises: If we agree that
we ought to reduce the possibility of death
and despair, and if all war causes death
and despair, and if Ukrainians, by defending their country, are engaging in war,
then Ukrainians ought not interfere with
Russia’s invasion in order to prevent death
and despair.
I’ll accept the first two portions of that
argument, as I think most good-faith interlocutors would do; everything subsequent
is contestable. We can understand the
ethics underlying this argument as suggesting that the death and despair of war
outweighs the possible good of preventing

subjugation, or as suggesting we ought not
fight because we could not universalize
this decision.
But we can make similar ethical arguments in favor of defending Ukraine, and
stronger ones at that!
Let’s assume that Russia subjugated
Ukraine, as they’ve now demonstrated an
interest in doing. This would likely see the
return of a figure like Viktor Yanukovych,
the President of Ukraine from 2010
to 2014, who was forced out of office
and into Russia during the Euromaidan
protest of 2014, eventually convicted by

hope for Putin’s benevolence and recognition of this vote.
The potential death and despair of war is
clearly no less harmful than the death and
despair of subjugation. But it also doesn’t
seem reasonable that we could universalize a Pacifistic response in Ukraine.
If a country invaded the U.S., would
American Pacifists still bite the bullet and
say we should “give up”? Saying that the
Ukraine situation is different would be a
special-pleading logical fallacy, but saying
we ought to take up arms would just make
Pacifists hypocrites.
The more contentious
Pacifist position is that we
shouldn’t send military aid
to Ukraine. Having established that subjugation is unreasonable, sending military
aid maximizes the chance of positive outcomes for Ukraine and also universalizes
in terms of upholding national sovereignty
and self-determination. In other words,
military aid is both the most practical and
ethical thing we can do given our circumstances.
Pacifism is best confined to the armchair
instead of on the frontlines.
Sincerely,
Logan Canada-Johnson ‘22
P.S. My thanks to Professor of Philosophy Justin Tiehen for his suggestions in
this letter.

Biting the Pacifist's
bullet: why giving up in Ukraine is unethical
Ukrainian courts in 2019 of high-treason.
Even if not Yanukovych, it is unlikely
that Putin installs anyone except one of
his right-hand people – there is no room
for government officials with European
sympathies.
Inevitably there would be the persecution of former Ukrainian state officials
(assassins have already targeted President
Zelensky), not to mention the thousands
of fighters who killed Russian soldiers or
dissented. There would also be the despair
of once again coming under Russian
authority. To recall, 90 percent of Ukraine
voted for independence in a 1991 Referendum. Presuming that Ukraine acquiesced
to Russia or even non-violently protested
instead of fighting, as the Pacifist would
have it, Ukraine would simply have to
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Decades of disgust: anti-greek
sentiment on campus

appalling, yet normalized, parallel to our
The archives section of The Trail looks
By Chloe Shankland
country’s history of enslaveat recurring issues of
ment.
importance on campus
Another submission by
through the lens of past
Ryan Lucia discounts these
publications. One issue
accusations alongside exof recurring contention
treme personal attacks against
is the place the Greek
Kupferman. These letters are
system holds in our
characteristic of a broader
small liberal arts comdivide between ‘independents’
munity. Movements
and ‘Greeks’ that was and, to
like Abolish Greek Life
a certain extent, remains filled
(AGL) have recently
with animosity.
refueled the fire of
Hersh further details Greek
such conversations.
offenses and calls out the
The Instagram account
flimsy response to anti-greek
published anonysentiment from the Greek
mous submissions of
community.
incidents involving
Through this exchange, we
Greek life witnessed or
can reflect on the history of
experienced by campus
Greek life on our campus and
members that range
further contextualize the recent
from problematic to
stories shared via the AGL inheinous. The account’s
stagram. Acknowledgement of
most recent post is
such history can serve as a tool
from April 28, 2021.
of evolution— however, as a
Posts include mention
member of Greek life myself,
of sexual assault and
I know these conversations
the protection of peroften come and go without tanpetrators through rape
gible change. Whenever issues
culture, racism, and an
like those discussed by the
exclusionary hierarchy
Abolish Greek Life movement
upheld through harmful
are brought up, the response
gender stereotypes—
often falls short with a feeble
the offenses goes on.
acknowledgement: ‘of course
Diving into the arwe agree, that’s horrible,
chives proves that conbut….’
demnations of Greek
The exchanges from 1997
life have existed on our
mirrored with those today are
campus for longer than
sickeningly similar. Evident
we may think. Converhttps://soundideas.pugetsound.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2709&context=thetrail_all
stagnation
garners the question:
sations around anti-greek sentiment
Photo Credit: Sound Ideas
System Needs to Recognize Flaws”
Are we stuck in an endless cycle of
are eerily similar to the past. These
responds to two previous letters.
actionless discourse? Regardless, Hersh’s
echoes prompt the question: What has
One letter by David Kupferman calls out
words still ring true: “Individuals choose
changed in the past 25 years?
blatant and horrifically racist greek parties
the Greek system with all its latent flaws
Below is the conclusion to a series of
and themed events like “Tupac Tuesday
and responsibilities. It is about time
‘Letters to the Editor’ from 1997 in which
and the Gangster Function, a.ka. Sigma
Greeks start taking responsibility for their
three students passionately argue about the
Chi Drive-By”. Kupferman also referencplace and problems of greek life on camsystem.”
es the auction of pledges for labor — an
pus. Adam Hersh’s letter entitled “Greek
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Paula Vogel’s Indecent: The story of a little Jewish play, artfully
navigates the nuances
of Queerness and
Judaism- history and
the present. The play
follows the true story
of Sholem Asch, a
Polish-Jewish novelist
Photo Credit: Kate Patterson / The Trail and playwright,
as he pitches, produces, and performs his
controversial play God of Vengeance. In
1923, it presented the first kiss between
two women on a Broadway stage. Indecent presents the douplitious scorn and adoration which God of Vengeance incited.
Puget Sound theater department’s Jess
K Smith directed the University production of Indecent, with performances
March 3-6. Many people contributed to
the vibrant performance including cast,
crew, director, dialect coach and an onstage band. Praise and support for the play
poured throughout campus.
Indecent presents an intersectionality
between religion and countercultural
relationships. Zoe Levine Sporer, Jewish Cultural Consultant and Dramaturg
for the production, finds meaning in this
space. As a 2015 Puget Sound graduate,
she currently works as an administrator
at a synagogue in Maine. Sporer first saw
Indecent in 2017 and has loved it ever
since, particularly the element of historical
enlightenment. “As someone who’s queer
and Jewish, to realize that this is part of
my cultural history, was pretty eye opening,” she said.
Performing this Jewish story with a
mostly non-Jewish cast presented an ethical challenge. Smith, the director, expected and saw intentionality from the cast in
understanding the characters and stories
they embodied. According to Smith, the
company had many conversations about
the ethics of telling these stories throughout the production process. She emphasized the integrity and rigor she saw in
these conversations.
Cast member Sam Webb, third-year,

Indecent: the
intersection of
Queerness and Judaism
on stage
By Kate Patterson

explained, “Something that I wanted to do
and felt challenged to do was to portray
a Jewish person to the best of my ability,
knowing that I possess neither the firsthand experience nor the generational trauma of the Holocaust, or of Jewish culture
in general.” The play was powerful, and
effectively told this beautiful story, but

pure joy and love for each other is so Emotional moment shared between characters and love. AdditionPhoto Credit: Kurt Walls
rewarding.” The rain scene, a moment
ally, the University
of pure joy and emotional expression, is
Chaplaincy, Jewish Student Union, and
the heart of the play.
Office of Institutional Equity and DiThe rain scene is important to the whole
versity hosted an event on March 11 in
troupe. Webb explains: “At one point
response- for a blessing and call to action.
in the show, Lemml says, “every night
Indecent starts in 1906 and concludes in
during the rain scene, the entire troupe
1952. The audience watches as the play is
lines up in
performed all around the world. Near the
the wings
end, the troupe performs God of Vento watch.”
geance from an attic in a ghetto during the
Well, every
Holocaust. Amidst inconceivable horrors,
night during
the group continues to turn to art and
the final rain
storytelling to find meaning. They perform
scene, as our
God of Vengeance with the same heart but
company
under very different circumstances, conwaited to
veying contrasting tones. They only permake their
form one act of the play at a time, asking
entrances for
for donations of food from the audience
the final tabbefore continuing to tell the story.
leau, we all
Smith offers a powerful insight regardwatched the
ing the play’s focus: “Paula Vogel chose,
rain scene
instead of centering the kind of hateful
from offcontext that this play is happening in, she
stage. It was
really places at the center this troupe of
Theater troupe welcomes audience
a
beautiful,
metatheatrical
moment
of
artists who choose to keep on telling this
Photo Credit: Kurt Walls
concerns may remain
love and awe,” Webb said.
story, and fighting for it to be told in all
about the performance of a Jewish play
Unfortunately, hate and oppression are
of its complexity and all of its messiness,
with mostly non-Jewish actors. Telling
still forces at large in our world and on the
rather than to allow it to be censored over
the stories of marginalized communities
Puget Sound campus. On Sunday, March
and over and over again.” In its essence,
is important and it is equally important to
6, the last day of the play, in an act of
the play confronts forces of oppression
simultaneously uplift the voices of Jewish
anti-semitic graffiti, a Swastika was drawn
and hate through a lens focused on love.
people.
in the breezeway between Howarth and
The Puget Sound production of IndeOne scene that’s an audience favorite,
Jones hall, where the play was performed.
cent was touching, intimate, and deeply
referred to as ‘the rain scene’, shows
In response, students drew flowers at a
human. Sporer explained, “Indecent bears
Rifkele and Manke frolicking and feeling
table in the Wheelock Student Center,
witness to the joys of the Jewish people
the cleansing effect of the rain. It is concreating a garden of support for the Jewish
and memorializes a world that could have
tinuously referenced throughout the show
community on campus. The artistic act
been. It is a play that left its mark on my
and shown fully at the end. Allison Turek,
of building a garden can’t erase the pain
heart from the first moment I saw it, and I
third year, playing Rifkele said, “It is one
caused by symbols of hate, but it is a step
hope it does the same for you.”
of the focal points of the show and to be
in the right direction, towards community
able to embody these women and their

Looking forward and looking back:
[A] Hip Hop music history
By Kate Patterson

teaches classes
on hip hop
and the global
south. One of
his greatest accomplishments
was making
an album, “I
used to love to
dream,” which
became the
first rap album
ever peer-reFor the end of
viewed with an
Dr. A.D. Carson speaks in the Rasmussen Rotunda
Photo Credit: Meghan Reese
Black History
academic press. Dr. Carson underMonth, the campus
scores the importance of bringing
historically underrepresented voices into
hosted Dr. A. D. Carson, a University of
the narrative.
Virginia professor, to speak about hip hop
A strong emphasis of Dr. Carson’s talk
history. The Feb. 26 event, titled, “Hip
was
history’s omission of certain people.
Hop History & Contemporary Cultural
He
pointed
out that the forgotten are often
Context: Looking Back and Looking Forwomen,
crediting
Sylvia Robinson as the
ward,” drew almost 100 audience memcreator
of
the
first
rap record, something
bers, including some online viewers.
he
feels
is
too
commonly
ignored. This
The event was held in-person in the
component of the presentation stood out
Rasmussen Rotunda. Having Dr. Carson
to Dr. LaToya Brackett, African Ameriin the room with the audience contributed
can Studies professor at Puget Sound and
to a warm atmosphere. Fourth-year and
organizer of the event. “It’s talking about
African American Studies major Donovan
the true history, and the origins of aspects
Wilson shared that he valued “Seeing
of hip hop, and he is someone who is
the impact that African Americans have
deliberately making sure he’s focusing in
had on the industry of hip hop and rap.”
on all the peoples that were a part of it,”
The talk complemented a weekend full
She said.
of events, including a listening session
While he emphasizes the musical contriand a trip to the Museum of Pop Culture’s
butions of people who have been ignored,
exhibit, ‘Contact High’ in Seattle.
Dr. Carson doesn’t see a perfect solution.
Dr. Carson wears multiple hats: profesAs Dr. Brackett says, “Someone or somesor, scholar, and musician. As an Assistant
thing will always be left out.” Because
Professor at the University of Virginia, he

of the reductive nature of constructing
history, the reality is that it’s impossible
to include everything. For this reason, Dr.
Carson referred to the event as “a” hip hop
history, not “the” hip hop history, to leave
room for other narratives.
During the presentation, Dr. Carson took
the audience through several different
eras of hip hop. The first era was the Old
School from 1978 to 1984. He defined
each era to the audience by highlighting
the most impactful artists and MC’s from
that time. In considering the nature of
creating history, Dr. Carson acknowledged
that the name of the second era, The Golden Age, is very subjective. He emphasized
1988 as the most important year from this
era, mentioning the album ‘Straight Outta
Compton’ by N.W.A. and single, ‘Parents
Just Don’t Understand’ by DJ Jazzy Jeff &
The Fresh Prince. Rap Goes Mainstream
from 1993-1999, and New Millenium
Rap, from 2000-2010 follow.
While racism was not a focus of the presentation, the topic came up a few times
throughout, particularly the systematic nature of racism in the U.S. On the topic, Dr.
Carson said, “They say it runs on Dunkin
‘, but actually it runs on racism,” referring
to Dunkin’ Donuts’ slogan, “America
Runs on Dunkin’”, emphasizing how
commonplace racism is in our country.
It also demonstrates the endemic nature
of racism, as the phrase ‘runs on,’ highlights an intent to uphold systems of white
supremacy and privilege. The presentation
acknowledged the reality of racism while
keeping the focus on music, the artistry
and the accomplishments of the Black
community.
Wilson is also in Dr. Brackett’s AFAM
215 class, “On the Real: Black Popular
Culture is Art.” As part of the weekend
schedule, the class visited a hip hop-fo-

cused exhibit, and held two classroom sessions. Wilson appreciates the opportunity
to learn outside the classroom, describing
engaging with hip hop artifacts in-person
as “a whole different level.”
Additionally, a small group participated
in a listening session for Dr. Carson’s
album on Saturday morning. “Dr. Carson
actually said that this was the first time
he’d sat and played his album start to
finish for anyone. Certainly what an honor
for all of us listeners, and such a memorable experience to be a part of,” Dominic
LaFratta, second-year, said. In addition
to the listening session, Dr. Carson read
the lyrics to an excerpt of his song, “073.
Good Mourning, America” during the
rotunda event.
The public event was sponsored by
several on-campus organizations, including the School of Music and the Race and
Pedagogy Institute (RPI). Along with Dr.
Brackett, Aldrin Villahermosa and Anna
Mondschean, RPI program coordinators,
were crucial in bringing this vibrant event
to The University. “He reached a lot of
people. I’ve gotten a lot of great feedback
about his visit. And he’s made a lot of
people think,” Dr. Brackett said.
LaFratta, previously in Theater Professor, Wind Woods’ class that covered
Dr. Carson, said in an interview, “After
a fair bit of pushback, and certainly
some induction, it’s a rare opportunity to
observe the study of Hip Hop transition
into academia, and especially fist bump a
significant character in its advancement.”
Like Wilson, LaFratta found the weekend
engaging and was glad for the opportunity
to attend. Wilson summed up the weekend
with these words: intellectual, exciting,
and community.

